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Artventure Studio is Open Again

We are glad to announce that we reopened Artventure Studio in
early September. Currently we work with limited number of
participants per day and we have introduced a lot of new rules
to make sure everybody is safe during the sessions. We are
delighted to have many of our clients back and we hope soon
everybody will be ready to return. Here are a few pictures of our
participants and their first works after returning to the studio
after the lockdown.

Victoria Square Project

We are very proud to let you know that work of three of our artists were chosen to be part of the
Victoria Square Open Call Exhibition at the Lightbox in Woking. The exhibition can be visited online
at:
William Butler received first prize in the category of drawing for his work ‘The Armada’. This is a
great proof of appreciation of disability art and William’s achievement.
All three works are exhibited in our lobby now.

‘Sew They Say’ Banner Exhibition in the Lightbox 29 September – 18 October
Artventure was part of DAiSY’s Banner project where 6 disability group created their banner
with their message on it. Please visit the exhibition if you can.

Australia Exhibition
Before the lockdown we were working on the ‘Australia’ theme for many months and some
remarkable paintings were created. Unfortunately, this year we could not take part in the
Open Studios Exhibition due to the pandemic, however we set up our mini exhibition in our
lobby. We will bring this colourful collection to the Electric Theatre later on this year or early
2021.

Sudoku
Can you complete these Sudoku puzzles? There is just one rule you must follow: no repeats are
allowed in any row, column, or block. To put it another way - you must use all nine numbers in each
row, column, and block. Good luck!
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